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TWO STEPS FORWARD, ONE STEP BACK

by Ina Navazelskis

It had been a long day, at the end of a long week. On the last
Friday of June the weekday that deputies of the Lithuanian
Parliament usually meet with constituents in their electoral
districts-- Parliament (aka the Supreme Council) was in special
session. The deputies had planned to break for the day at 3:30.
Now it was just after 6.00 p.m., with no end in sight. Everyone was
tired; everyone was cranky.

The Parliament’s president, Vytautas Landsbergis, made a mild
attempt at levity. "We work overtime, we get no milk, what can you
do," he said in mock complaint. "We get only criticisms, but still,
we must do our duty." And he smiled slightly.

Yet that hint of a smile, playing around the corners of his
mouth, soon disappeared. Indeed, Landsbergis himself was more than
a little testy. The question under debate was the most critical
since the newly elected Parliament, in its first full day of work,
voted to reestablish the independent Lithuanian state last March
ii. And Landsbergis did not find it any more amusing than did any
of the 108 deputies who registered their attendance for that
morning’s session.

The issue was whether to accept a moratorium on that March Ii
declaration of independence. A moratorium was just the latest word
floated. Freezing, halting, suspending-- all these terms had been
debated, in the press if not always in the Parliament, for almost
six weeks. All, to an outside observer, meant more or less the same
thing. In order for the Soviet Union to sit down at the negotiating
table with the Lithuanians, the Vilnius government had to make THE
major concession of its ii0 day existence: It had to back away from
that act. Yet for many, the formal declaration was as sacred as the
goal it symbolized. In such circumstances, it didn’t really matter
what terms one decided to use all were anathema to the
Lithuanians.
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Still, some were more so than others. "Freezing" for example,
had particularly odious connotations. AS one young bureaucrat
explained, in the Lithuanian sub-conscious it had associations with
Siberia’s Arctic wastelands, where tens of thousands of Lithuanians
froze to death after being deported there in the 1940’s. Deputy
Kazys Saja, a writer and playwright, attacked "freezing" early on.
"What does this freezing mean?" he rhetorically asked, "as if (we
were talking about) an egg, which we incubated and hatched. You
know what happens when you freeze it after that noone will ever
be able to thaw it out."

But the issue did not melt away, much as the deputies and most
everybody else wanted it to. Throughout the spring, Mikhail
Gorbachev left little doubt that what he demanded was the one thing
the Lithuanians maintained was non-negotiable. But Gorbachev
insisted there would be no talks (there might, however, be some
other things, such as direct presidential rule imposed from Moscow)
until the Lithuanians gave in. Over two months passed before he
even agreed to meet with a Lithuanian official.

As time went on, Gorbachev did become somewhat more flexible.
In March, he categorically demanded that Lithuania revoke the act
outright. By May, he stated that Lithuania need only suspend it.
In June, she should simply return to her (pre-declaration) status
of March i0; that is, as one of the fifteen Soviet Socialist
Republics. If the Lithuanians refused to outright invalidate their
independence declaration, they could at least ignore it. It wasn’t
much, but such was the Soviet leader’s gesture toward compromise-
-until the final week of June.

In Lithuania, the debate on the new word moratorium-- had
begun somewhat earlier, triggered (some parliamentarians bitterly
contended that it was more like foisted) by Prime Minister
Prunskiene. On June 16, on behalf of the entire Lithuanian Council
of Ministers, she sent a letter, with draft proposal, to the
parliament. It was short and to the point. It read:

"For the duration of negotiations with the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the Supreme Council of the Lithuanian
Republic proclaims a temporary moratorium on the March ii Act
(which was passed) by the Supreme Council of the Lithuanian
Republic reestablishing the independent Lithuanian State."

The proposal immediately dominated public discussion in the
press, radio and television, as well as private circles of friends.
But it did not end up on the agenda for general debate in the
Parliament’s plenary session until Thursday afternoon, June 28
almost two weeks later. It was parliamentary foot-dragging by
now quite familiar at its best.
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The Spring of Our Discontent

Such foot-dragging began exactly six weeks before, when
Prunskiene returned from her 15-day whirlwind trip to the West,
having met with American, Canadian and Western European leaders.
Then, as now, she was the catalyst for forcing an extremely
reluctant Parliament to face an extremely distasteful issue. It was
a thankless, politically unpopular task. And prunskiene was not shy
about reminding her domestic critics of this.

"The Council of Ministers has taken the entire heat", the
exasperated Prime Minister complained at one point during the
debate in late June. (She was not exaggerating. Cries of "Traitor!"
"Enemy of the People" and "Moscow Lackey" were not uncommon, voiced
by hard-line radical organizations such as the Lithuanian Liberty
League (LLL), some parliamentarians, and even a few members of the
clergy.) Nevertheless, Prunskiene decided to gamble her own
political future on the acceptance in some shape or form-- of
a moratorium. Should it fail to pass, there were noises that some
more radical parliamentarians would demand her resignation. (Given
that on the eve of the March ii declaration, prunskiene had urged
those deputies who wavered to take the fateful step and declare
independence immediately, her position now seemed rather ironic.)

But maybe not. Things had changed. Back in March, the
energetic and optimistic Prunskiene she said that some in Moscow
had dubbed her the "Baltic Bomb" confidently told Western
reporters she believed negotiations with the Soviet Union could
begin by the end of that month.

They did not. Instead, there were Soviet paratroopers taking
over public buildings in downtown Vilnius, Soviet tanks in the
streets, Soviet helicopters in the skies. There was a Soviet
economic blockade. And there was a very loud silence from official
government circles in the West. Not only was there no hint of the
hoped-for recognition of the new Lithuanian leadership from these
quarters, but there were some not-too-well concealed disapproving
noises about Lithuanian moves.

But there were also other, at first less obvious,
developments. In late June, one young LCP parliamentarian, Algis
Kumza, commented that political events in Moscow sometimes seemed
almost as far away as those in Washington. It was an astute
observation. Notwithstanding constant threats from the Kremlin,
after March ii the Lithuanians at least psychologically--
turned inwards. The results were not entirely positive. The new
leadership called for unity, but something else entirely developed
in practice. There was, on the verbal level, a nasty tendency to
brand proponents of more moderate policies as traitors. That
epithet was directed in general at the independent Lithuanian
Communist Party, and in particular at its First Secretary, Algirdas
Brazauskas, now also Deputy Prime Minister in charge of economic
que.stions. (A young staunch anti-Communist parliamentarian, Saulius
Peeli6nas, who hailed from a dissident family, became known for
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always asking the same question of his political rivals just as
they were about to address the plenary session. "When and where did
you join the Communist Party?" the light brown haired, bearded
Peeliunas would intone, hoping to put his hapless target on the
defensive. He often succeeded.)

As leader of the LCP, Brazauskas bore the brunt of this
backlash. Just half a year ago, he was hero of the day, the bold
reform Communist who dared defy Moscow by engineering the split
from the Soviet Communist Party (CPSU). But by late spring,\
Brazauskas was just short of being a political pariah-- at least
as far as most of the parliamentarians were concered the
scapegoat who suffered in silence, paying for 50 years of Communist
sin. (That such enforced expiation yielded concrete political
benefits for the LCP’s adversaries-- those non-Communists and ex-
Communists, who now were all fervently anti-Communist was not
lost on anyone.) Curiously, the rump Lithuanian Communist Party
still loyal to Moscow was not nearly as stridently attacked. The
explanation, perhaps, lies with Brazauskas’ continuing popularity.
Although his public profile has diminished to where he was seen or
heard from only in his capacity as Deputy Prime Minister, recent
public opinion polls showed that he is still more popular than
Vytautas Landsbergis. Hence more of a threat.

But the new parliamentarians who attacked Brazauskas did not
entirely escape critical scrutiny. Finding themselves at the center
of international as well as domestic attention, many deputies
simply fell back on the only political tactics they knew
proposing draft manifestoes and transferring opposition movement
rhetoric to the central chamber of Parliament. There were
complaints about the pervasive dilettantism of the new Parliament.
There were disgruntled murmur ings that many merely played at being
politicians, but actually were totally unprepared for their jobs,
and yet were too arrogant-- or too stupid to realize this. (In
a painfully accurate send-up of the first days of the Parliament’s
new session in March, Lithuanian novelist Romualdas Granauskas
described some of the solemn proceedings. There were, he wrote,
"appeals to the world’s...large and average-sized nations, then
later to smaller ones, and even later still to completely tiny
national minorities, all written in such perfect diplomatic
language that even those whose creations they were had considerable
difficulty reading them out loud in front of one of six
mic rophones..."

All this was relevant to the role Prime Minister Prunskiene
was to play. She, too, had her own complaints about Parliament. As
the body which confirms all the officials in the Council of
Ministers, Parliament has the right to express a vote of no
confidence in it, to recall the Prime Minister and disband the
Council. But Prunskiene maintained that Parliament was abusing this
built-in check of the administrative branch of government. In
public as well as in private, she accused it of overstepping its
boundaries, meddling in the affairs of the Council of Ministers,
and sometimes as in the case of Parliament’s Foreign Affairs
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Committee and the Council of Ministers’ Foreign Ministry
duplicating its work.

The long arm of the Parliament even extended to Prunskiene’s
movements in the West. One parliamentarian was in the United States
the evening she flew into Washington before meeting President Bush.
He demanded an audience with Prunskiene, so that she could be
"briefed" on what to say and do when she met with the President,
Congress, and others. As she recalled later, I had to be at the
television station at 7 A.M.. I had a full day of meetings
scheduled," and besides, "everything was clear to me, I knew what
to do." So Prunskiene did not agree to the meeting. The
parliamentarian then sent her an indignant letter promising to
bring up her refusal during a plenary session of Parliament.

Many parliamentarians justified such meddling by claiming that
the Council of Ministers was still a nest of Communist Party
apparatchiks who were loathe to change. They had a point. Eight of
the 18 Ministers are members of the Communist Party, and one
Finance Minister Romualdas Sikorskis is truly from the old
crowd, having been retained in a post he has held since 1957. And
while both Prunskiene and one of her two deputy Prime Ministers,
Romualdas Ozolas, were both early executive council members of
Sajudis, they just turned in their Party cards themselves this past
winter .)

Prunskiene countered such criticisms real or threatened
(that particular parliamentarian never did go through with his
promise) with her own. She accused Parliament of wanting "to
rule rather than work."

"The Council of Ministers and concrete individuals are
expected to subordinate themselves to Parliament, she complained
in mid-May, adding with a hint of resignation that unsatisfactory
as the situation was, "We will continually return to this
quest ion."

She defended the Council of Ministers as being at least
professional, pointedly adding that this could not be said about
a substantial number of parliamentarians. Her decisions in
selecting ministers were based on competency, she maintained, not
party affiliation. Parliament’s job, she kept repeating throughout
the spring, (in increasingly exasperated tones), was only to pass
laws. The job of the Council of Ministers was to carry them out.
"If they (the parliamentarians) have a better way," Prunskiene
combatively argued, "let them do it." But if not, her unspoken
message was equally as blunt: Then get off my back.

The Prime Minister, thus, was not a "Baltic Bomb" for nothing.
In a battle of wills, she could be as much a match for Parliament
as for the Moscow officials who gave her the nickname. The
battleground was to be the freeze-suspension-halt-moratorium. It
would not be easy; it is questionable whether prunskiene could have
won without last minute help from Vytautas Landsbergis.
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But with the Soviet economic blockade tightening its grip by
the hour, what was at stake was nothing less than Lithuania’s
future. So just minutes after her plane touched down in Vilnius on
that drizzly Sunday afternoon, May 13, fresh from her Western tour,
Prunskiene fired the first volley. Flanked by Vytautas Landsbergis,
deputy Prime Minister Romualdas Ozolas and a handful of other
officials, she told Lithuanian television reporters that Western
leaders now understood Lithuania’s position, supported it, and
offered reasons to hope that Lithuania’s most important aspiration
--political independence --could be realized. But, she added,
"there are limits" to what Lithuania can expect, and that there is
no such thing as 100% independence. Lithuania, in other words,
needed to rethink her understanding of the concept of freedom.

It was a message Mrs. Prunskiene, sometimes frustrated and
embattled, was to repeat again and again. At a packed press
conference at the Council of Ministers on May 14, when Lithuanian
journalists had the first opportunity to learn about her trip--
for lack of hard currency, none had accompanied her-- she expanded
on it.

"Lithuania, in restoring her statehood, (must do) so not on
an uninhabited island, but in Europe, together with the processes
that are developing (there) and the entire world," Prunskiene said,
adding that how Lithuania’s affairs develop in the future, "depends
on how wisely we work, what decisions we make in regard to the
Soviet Union, what stand the Soviet Union holds in regard to us."

"What we now most need is to form within ourselves a level of
statehood, a statesmanlike way of thinking and realistic political
maturity.., so that we will appear to other states as trustworthy
partners," she told reporters.

In other words, Lithuania’s new politicians had to get off
their rhetorical soapbox where it was easy to talk about
Lithuania’s ancient rights to freedom-- and enter the world of
Realpolitik. They had to grow up.

And if there was still anyone in Parliament who doubted that
Prunskiene meant THEM, those doubts were dispelled the first time
she addressed the plenary session after her trip. She recalled that
emigre Lithuanians in Canada had so forcefully suggested to her
that the new politicians in Vilnius try to to be "more
professional" that she almost took it as an insult.

For once, the normally contentious Parliament was subdued. A
special closed plenary session was convened three days after
Prunskiene’s return, on Wednesday afternoon, May 16, to discuss
possible compromises to Moscow. The entire debate, expected to be
a free for all, took only a few hours. And in a break from what had
become the norm, strict confidentiality was observed. (Parliament
had become notorious for its leaks. Parliamentarians often took in
small cassette tape recorders to tape confidential sessions for
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journalists who themselves were barred. I am one of the guilty who
had cornered a few hapless parliamentarians in the past to do so.
I had no luck this time.) Guards were placed at all the entrances
to the Parliament’s central chamber. Meanwhile, a declaration was
passed by parliament, formulated with suggestions from Prunskiene
based upon her meetings with Western leaders.

In part, the declaration stated that Lithuania was prepared

"to temporarily suspend the unilateral realization of those
resolutions of the Supreme Council of the Republic of
Lithuania arising from the acts on the restoration of the
independent state of Lithuania...Lithuania is prepared to
discuss the issue of declaring a transitional period during
which state independence would be completely fulfilled."

In other words, the Lithuanian Parliament said that it was
ready to begin talking about possible compromises. It did not say
it was ready to begin making them.

Although the declaration was purposely not addressed to anyone
in particular, the addressee of course was Mikhail Gorbachev. It
was therefore embargoed for at least 24 hours, until Gorbachev
received it personally from Prunskiene, who left for Moscow
immediately after the declaration was passed. On Thursday, May 17,
she met with Gorbachev and Nikolai Ryzhkov alone for almost two
hours. It was the first time that Gorbachev agreed to meet with a
Lithuanian official since March ii, and as Prunskiene later
reported, it was not an easy meeting. The Soviet response was, if
you are ready, then go ahead and do what you said you were prepared
to do.

What did Vytautas Landsbergis think about all this? Speaking
in an interview the same day that Prunskiene met with Gorbachev,
he said, "We would not wish to call any kind of meeting a
concession whether this is from our side, or the side of the
Soviet Union. From our side, we can offer a transitional period.
We are aware and do not expect that tomorrow we will have full
control of the government throughout all of Lithuania’s territory
and along Lithuania’s borders... In this document, we foresee that
if it will become necessary, the Supreme Council can halt the
realization of certain decisions that were made after the
declaration of independence."

It was not a very satisfying answer. On the surface, it looked
as if Landsbergis backed Prunskiene’s moves. But there was little
hint of how far he really was prepared to compromise, and what
internal domestic Lithuanian forces he supported in this debate.
The real quest ion was: why wasn’t Landsbergis in Moscow himself?
He seemed conspicuously absent from all high level at least in
the international arena discussions. True, while Prunskiene
was abroad, Landsbergis was not sitting at home on his hands. He
was also meeting with foreign leaders such as Latvia’s Anatolijs
Gorbunovs and Estonia’s Edgar Savisaar.
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The comparison was not lost on anyone...Had he really been
eclipsed by Prunskiene?

It certainly looked that way. The main Lithuanian television
news program, Panorama, had reported Prunskiene’s activities every
evening that she had been in the West. Prunskiene meets Bush,
Prunskiene meets Thatcher, Prunskiene meets Kohl. There was even
a brief five seconds of Prunskiene, elegantly coiffed and no
doubt, thoroughly briefed fielding Bryant Gumbel’s questions on
the Today show. (I would venture that only a handful of people in
Lithuania knew the significance of the Today show as far as
exposure and public relations value in the United States.)

But most did appreciate the exposure she got on Soviet
television. On Saturday evening, May 26, the prestigious hourlong
Moscow documentary program, "Before and After Midnight" ran a 20
minute profile on Prunskiene. She was shown at home, at the office,
in her native village. Details portraying Mrs. Prunsk iene
sympathetically such as highlighting her decision to turn over
half her 1000-ruble a month salary to the anti-blockade fund--
were clear attempts to appeal to an impoverished Soviet society
sensitive to the material privileges officials enjoy.

Adding this media attention to the newspaper clips that
Prunskiene brought back with her from the West from the front
page of the New York Times, complete with photo of the seated
Prunskiene being applauded by members of Congress, to a full page
spread in the Style section of the Washington Post to a handful of
West German papers, it was logical to assume that Prunskiene was
now first among equals in Lithuania

Although it remained unclear just how much rivalry and how
much support there was between them, by mid-May the overall
difference in approach between Prunskiene and Landsbergis was
already perceptible. He stood on principls; she practiced
flexibility. He laced his statements with subtleirony; she did not
mince words.

Nowhere were their differences in style as marked as their
public statements regarding the role of Western countries in the
Lithuanian crisis. At one point in the spring, Landsbergis had
compared President Bush’s deliberate non-actions vis a vis
Lithuania to Neville Chamberlain’s sacrifice of Czechoslovakia to
Hitler in 1938. Mrs. Prunskiene made no such comparisons. True, she
too was not averse to stating that throughout the post-war years,
the Baltic States had often been cynically trotted out by the West
whenever any Soviet-bashing was called for, while no real effort
was made to SUDDOrt Baltic interests.

Bu% she believed that not only .he West suffered from an
attitude problem. In her view, Lithuania, too, had to broaden her
Dersnectives. She could only expect other countries to SUDDort her
more concretely if she realized and accepted that their own future
interests could not be jeaDordized. DesDite a bitter past,
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Lithuania could not affQzd to adopt the attitude that the outside
weald somehow <>wed her somethina Lndsberis on.the other hand
was more inclined to hiabliht t-he isc-eoanev bet-ween he
professed values held by Western democracies and their actual
oolicieS. If_there..was any hypocrisy--that isL hypocrisy beyond
L..hllaia’s borders he was not reserved about oointina it out.

Prunskiene’s views were apparently more oleasin to Western
ears. In an interview soon after her return, I asked her about the
tension between Parliament and the Council of Ministers and more
specifically, possible tension between herself and Landsbergis. She
whispered to me that it was strongly suggested to her (by an
unnamed Western leader: I think it was Kohl) that "I conduct
dialogue with the world." And asked whether her moves now might
hurt Landsbergis’ political position, she answe.r-ed, "Are we working
for Landsbergis or are we working for Lithuania?"

Those were fighting words, but the fight was one that only
Prunskiene alluded to. Open conflict was not Landsbergis’ way. A
few days previously, I had asked him the same questions. His
answers were much more circumspect. "There are those for whom a
split between us would be very useful, he said simply.

Landsbergis also defended his public statements comparing
President Bush’s non-actions to those of Neville Chamberlain. "We
don’t have the possibility to visit Mr. Bush and come to an
agreement, and then later say things the way we know they should
be said," he explained, adding that it was difficult to be
restrained "when tanks roll by our windows, when every day we hear
from secret and tru.sted sources that tonight the Parliament will
be occupied, or that we w-ill a.ll be arrested, and that another
shadow overnment has already been prepared."

Landsberis was clear-ly defensive, but it is perhaps
unrealistic, even unfair, to expect him to react otherwise. The
er insecurity of his position was underscored the day we spoke
on ths isue. It was Friday, May 18. Prime Minister Prunskiene,
on the heels o.f her-GQbachev meeting, was conferring with US
Secretary of State James Baker and diplomats from a half dozen
other foreign embassies in Moscow that same day. With all the
talking going on in Moscow, it might have seemed that things were
moving in a positive direction towards a political solution to the
crisis. Yet the situation in Vilnius was just a touch away from
exolos ive

Outside Landsbergis’ ofiue on the third flor of the
Parliament, several thousand oeoDle had aa.t-hered in-two seoarate,
opposing demonstrations. One, in frent of the Mavvdas State
Li-brar-v next door to the Parliament- was organized bv oro-Soviet
rouDs in Lithuani& The other, around Parl.iament ihaelf, was
organized by pro-Lithuanian, and in oarticular, Dro-Landsberis,
supporters.
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At the pro-Soviet demonstration, there were armed and
uniformed Soviet soldiers. Speaker after speaker condemned the
current Lithuanian government as having bought the republc to the
brink of ruin, accused it of being adventurist, irresponsible and
called for it to be replaced by one loyal to the Soviet Union.
Earlier in the dav, at around noon, g_lancing out the Parliament’s
windows facing the Neris River, the staff could see Soviet
helicopters scattering leaflets in the distance, the leaflets
looked like silver flakes fluttering against a steel blue sky--
urging people to denounce the current Lithuanian leadership and
attend the afternoon demonstration.

There had been pro-Soviet demonstrations in Vilnius before.
But none were as unnerving; this one occurred just days after
similar pro-Soiet groups had tried to storm and occupy the Latvian
and Estonian Parliaments.

Just how insecuxe the Lithuanians were became apparent the
evening before, when during a special television adress,
Landsbergis had asked that people especially able-bodied men-
-gather to form a protective human ring around the Lithuanian
Parliament. As we spoke in his office late the following afternoon,

both groups now stood confronting each other. Echoes of Lithuanian
folk songs almost drowned out the voices of the pro-Soviet
demensators aross e square. At certain points barely ten yards
of empty concrete space separated the two groups- All the elements
were there for a conflagration all that was needed was a spark.
Luckily, it was never lit-

Our interview was interrupted several times, once -when
Landsbergis left to address the pro-Lithuanian crowd from a third
floor window, another time when he took a call from Estonian Prime
Minister Edgar Savisaar, a third time when a few parliamentarians
needed to confer urgently for a few minutes. Despite the
circumstances, an attempt was being made to conduct business as
usual. As I surveyed Landsbergis’ office an upright piano tucked
away in a far corner, a carved wooden statue of a sorrowful Christ-
figure on an end table, and the long rectangular conference table
in addition to his own desk cluttered with piles of papers it
seemed an oasis of calm compared to the storm outside. And as the
pro-Soviet demonstrators outside were calling for the overthrow of
the cu.rzert Litian lea(iership, in even, measured tones,
Landsbergis continued his thoughts on the same question.

"Probably (a puppet government) has already been organized,
but it simply has not gotten the command yet," he saido "The
paratroopers are also ready, but they too, have not gotten the
command. That "day x" hasn’t yet arrived."

"So I don’t know," he concluded, alluding once more to the
Bush-Chamberlain statement L "whether we have a great deal of choice
not to say what we clearly think, using our only weapon in fighting
for public opinion--even if at first it shocks or annoys."
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Knd in the understatement of the day, he added as an
afterthought, "Naturally these are not the diplomatic rules that
a normal country plays by. But we aren’t in a normal situation."

It was in this atmosphere that the debate about taking the
next steps making actual concessions to the Kremlin be@an in
earnest the following day, in another spec. al session of
Parliament- But if Parliament had been subdued before, by now there
were no holds barred- Emotions, on 4II sides of the issue, ran
hiqh. One deputy lawyer Vi.dmantas Ziemelis, even called for an
oDen vote on any propo,,sed resolution "so that the nation could see
who its enemies were.

Underlvinq the entire controversy was how the parliamentarians
themselves interpreted the central document reestablishing
Lithuania’s statehood.. Was its value only as great as it could
serve Lithuania’s political ends, or was it something sacred,
untouchable?

There was a sharp clash of opinions. On one side, there were
those, like economist Eduardas Vilkas, who argued that if the March
ii act was not negotiable, then one of the few opportunities to
make real progress and-avoid almos inescapable catastrophe
mi@ht be lost. Vilkas, clearly in mnorty., himself had no
qualms. If it woul help achieve real independence, I could tear
ths act up and write another later," he told reporters. Addressing
the plenary session, he urged his colleagues to accept almost
whatever Gorbachev required from Lithuania to begin negotiations,
even if this meant returning to her status before March ii. His
reasoning was that if Lithuania was to return to her previous
status the Soviet Union would be orced to do the same, first hy
lifting the b@ckade and then remov.ing all the additional military
personnel brought into the country since then. A commandin@
presence, with a manner of a gruff old wolf (his name translates
as such in Lithuanian) the lanky, silver-haired Vilkas caustically
admonished his fellow parliamentarians that "Maybe we have learned
that we bit off more than we could chew, and nearly choked."

At the other end of the spectrum were parliamentarians who
maintained that if the March II act was up for barter in political
maneuvering with Moscow, t would then become meaningless.
Parliamentarian Zita livte, a lawyer from the port city of
Klaipda, reoresented this point of view.

"I will admit that I am shocked by this discussion" she said.
"All talk about the halting, freezing or revoking of acts passed
on March Ii is not really talk about halting or freezing some
certain documents, but is (essentially) rejecting statehood...The
Kremlin, weaving various cunninq schemes, applying military and
economic force, is trying to make us kill our own baby with our own
hands.

She was joined by others who based their views on moral
arguments. "We cannot suspend the declaration of independence,"
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ar.ued deputy Vladimir Jarmolenka, "because it would be a betrayal
of our voters, and it would mean the confirmation of everything
that has been done in the past 50 years."

And there was also a legal limbo to consider. "Whose_laws
would govern if we suspend March II?" asked deputy Jonas Tamulis,
who said it was unacceptable that the juridical vaccuum should be
filled by the Soviet Constitution.

The debate dragged on for three working days in the
Parliament’s plenary session. Not surprizingly, the resolution went
through se.veral drafts before the jumpy deputies finally adopted
it, bv vote of 74 to 15 wth I0 ahstentionsw, fit passed on May
23, exactly one week after their first-{leclaratien. I-t of-feted
limited concessions to the Kremlin, statina that fer the duration
of negotiations with the Soviet Union, the Lithuanian aovernment
was prepared to suspend certain_laws to be determined by both
Darties passed after March ii. But the declaration of
independence itself remained untouched.

Such was the first formal move taken by the Lithuanian
Parliament in stepping backwards. But it was still not enough to
satisy Gorbachev. When he met with four Lithuanian officials for
almost 45 minutes the following day, May 24, Gorbachev insisted
that the declaration of independence itself be halted. He reminded
the Lithuanians that this was already a considerable compromise for
his earlie.r oosition reuirinq t-hem to revoke the act-altogether.
Were they to comDly-Gorbachev told them, he was prepared to lif-t
the economic blockade, be.in negotiations and find a way or
Lithuania to leave the Soviet Union in about two years. (Here
Gorbachev implied that the unwieldy law on secession passed at the
Extraordinary Third Sessioa of the Cress of People’s Deputies
in mid-March miaht be b ’oassed-) However, if they did not comply,
Gorbachev also waxned that he was prepared to take a step in
another direction, and impose direct presidential rule in
Lithuania.

"I had no reason to doubt him," said Forestry Minister
Vaidotas Antanaitis later, one of the four Lithuanians in the
meeting. "In late March, remember he said he would impose
sanctions, and a blockade, and he did."

Antanaitis did doubt however, whethe Gorbachev-’@ sudden
availability to the Lithuanians twice in the sace @f a week

was not simply a pre-summit maneuver. Still, he oame wav with
the-..imDress-ion that despite the threats, Gorbache had essentially
come to terms with Lithuania leaviog the Soviet Uaion. Antanaitis’
worry now was that "it will be more doiffictl-t in Vilnius than in
Moscow" to decide what, if anvthing, to do next.

His worry was not unfounded. The Lithuanian leadershio’s
initi.al reaction was at best reserved. "They are afraid of being
tricked" he said,-addng that "when there is no trust" there is
little room for Droqress.
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READY, SET JUMP?

Ihen--Par.-liament-nce- oe- -u--h debae,--nw
moratorium, in late June, t-he l-it-ical scene had chaned somewhat,
domestically..as-- . teDta.v. Domestically, political
erce-in--Par%iament-d further evolved, coalescing into various
new rouDs. Imid-June,-a new right=wi--political party,, calling
itself thewPax of h _Ii., was- fQ.r by SaHi6 deDutv
Virgilijus CeDaitis- A few days later, almost as a balance, some
fi.teen-to twenty other Sajudis parliamentarians formed a centrist
fraction, which was more inclined to support pragmatic rather than
idealistic policies. The two domit blocs that existed in
Parliament until then the P and Sajudis were slowly
fragmenting

All ths helped to make the debate about a moratorium less a
Dartisan uestion. Yet .the most significant changes did not occur
wihLtia,

_
ouide her borders. balance, t-cunrv

was in a more favorable position than in the previous month.
Although-during the Soviet-American summit meeting in ear.ly June,-
Pesien sh had no -ied Sviet behaver in Lithuani.a t
favorable trade areements offered to Gorbachev, held for the
Lithuanians came from an entirely different source Boris
Yeltn., s eleci.pxident of the Russian Republic on-May
29 provided a counterwei t-o Gorhev that the Lithuanians were
ick t eploit. ile Gorbachev ws-sll .n e-Unie States,.
Landsberis, on a return trip rom Czechoslovakia, had already met
with_Yelin, .n began I on the form future relations between
the two republics could take.

Things_.alsz_.took...a_hopeful turn in mid-June, when for the
.st time in three months, Go rbachev agreed to separately meet
with Landsbergis whom he personally dislikes together with
Latvia’s Gorbunovs and Estonia’s Ruutel after a Soviet Council
of Federation meeting. The council had been set up to discuss a new
treaty to regulate the relationships between the fifteen republics
and the Soviet IJn-)n. It was clear that all three Balti-c .eDublis
we.re mor-i-nt-eestd in-discussinG wvs or leavina rather than
redefinina t-heirstat-us within t.he Union. In a major concesion.
G)rbache-v---now no loner insisted that Lithuania suspend her
declaration of independence.-All these developments also added
weight to those political players in Lithuania who all along had
maintained that Lithuania needed to look East rather than West for
SUDDOrt

Nevertheless, there promised to be as much foot-draqqin
the Lithuanian Parliament on a moratorium as there had been for
"f-r.ee z ing" and "suspending". But flurried meetings between
Gorbachev, Prunskiene and Landsberqis during the last week of June
ha giver everthing added momentum The 28th Soviet Communist
Party Congress was scheduled to beai-n on July 2 only days away.
Ih became-clear tha Gorbachev wanted t.o resolve, the three and a
half month crisis between Moscow and Vilnius before it convened.
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With hasty personal meetings and even hastier
made himself more available to the Lithuanian
before

telephone calls, he
leadership than ever

An he changed his min a lot. First, in a reversal from his
Dos it ion two weeks earl iez, on TuesdayJ June 26, he told
Landsber.gis in Moscow that Lithuania st.ill must return to her March
I0 status in order for there to be any negotiations- Less than 2
hours later with Landsbergs airborne back to Vilnius
Go,bather telephoned Prunskiene and said, no, no, he hadn’t meant
that at all- These contradictory messages w,pre both reported to
Parliament that same afternoon- The following day, Prunskiene and
Landsbergis together flew to Moscow to clear up the confusion.

Ths tme there was no mistake. In a major shift in position,
Gorbachev no longer insisted that Lithuania return to its March i0
status, or susDend the declaration-Clearly, the time had come to
o sme%hina- And like it or not, it was now up to the Lithuanians
to do it.

Landsbergis still didn’t like it at all, and he helped keep
suspense high until almost the last minute. It was only duri.ng the
plenary session at midday Friday, June 29, that he fnally
announced his own Dosition. "To tell the truth," he admitted, "my
heart is also not inclined towards the concession required by the
stronger side. But after trips to Moscow, I have prepared one more
draft proposal, for which I myself would agree to vote." Thus
Landsbergs finally sDake. (Ironically, during the last two weeks
of June, draft moratorium proposals begat and multiplied at a
dizzying speed a somewhat surprising phenomenon given the
unpopularity of the whole issue. From the time Prunskiene submitted
her terse version on June 16 to the time the final one, based
largely on Landsbergis’ draft, was hastily drawn up in late
afternoon on Friday, June 29, well over a dozen different
variations had been submitted by parliamentary commissions,
individual deputies and Sajudis. Even Gorbachev saw some eight
versions, resented to him by Landsbergis during their meeting on
Tuesday, June 26.)

But what did Landsbergis himself mean by a moratorium? His
understand inq, he told Parliament, was that "according to
international law, it was an agreement to delay or refrain from
some sort of actions in a specified area or during a specified
limit of time. A moratorium is commonly associated with the rise
of special circumstances. It can be established while conducting
negotiations for an international agreement on a special question."
It did not, however, mean invalidating the declaration of
independence.

Still, Landsbergis admitted, "i know that the concept of a
moratorium is disguietin to Lithuanian ears." But such was the
term Mikhail Gorbachev had agreed to accept, and Landsbergis hoped
to convince Parliament that it would be enough to later "write in
a broader explanation about which actions a moratorium would
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affect". And he tried to calm Lithuanian fears by adding that they
could afford to use the term moratorium as a gesture to make the
Kremlin happy "even if that rings worse in our (own) ears."

"I would ask our own DeoDle," he said, "not to wince at the
naked word and not to attack it like a red flag (no pun intended
on Landsbergis, Dart), but to always read everything that is
written ."

For attack they did, both in and outside the Parliament.
Outside on Friday, June 29, between 30-40 peop.le stood in row,
facing the main entrance and holding posters WhOSe message was
unmistakable. "A moratorium is idiocy and betrayal" read one. "The
Kremlin will trick you" warned another. "Freedom is in danger"
proclaimed a third. "For V. Landsbergis, Against K. Prunskiene and
her moratorium" announced a fourth. (This was before Landsbergis
came out in support of it). "Are you worthy of freedom?" asked a
fifth. The vigil was maintained throughout the day, as the
protesters, mos1v middle-aged men and women, sometimes joined
oqeher in sinina patriotic songs, sometimes broke up into
discussion circles.

Such protests wexe a daily eature or much of the past month.
Most were orqanized by Antanas Terleckas, the leader of the radical
Lithuanian Liberty League .(LLL), an or_ganizaion whose political
philosophy was categorical The Soviet Union was an occuDying enemy
force with which one could not, shoul not neqotiate’The LLL’s
tactics are generally limited o demnst-rations and meetinqs---
rather than behind-the-scenes maneuvering, politickinq, or deal-
cutting- The LLIliber.ately l-imited itself from the full spectrum
of Dolitical activity, refusing, for example, to p.articipate in the
elections to the Lithuanian Supreme Soviet In February. It
maintained that this was activity in colluson with a
collaborationist @overnment and criticized Sajudis for doi.ng so-
After March Ii, however, Terleckas a former dissident WhO had
been imprisoned by the Soviets for many years welcomed the new
government, became a stauch supporter of Landsbergis, and refocused
his targets closer to home. He now declared that Lithuania’s
"Public Enemy Number One" was not Moscow, but the independent
L.ithuanian Communist Party. The LCP was dangerous because it still
enjoyed popular support; Terleckas accused it of using this
popularity to defend its own interests rather than those of the
nation. (Despite the simplistic sloganeering with its appeals to
Lthuanian national sentiments, the LLL under Terleckas’
direction is not an ulranationalist organization. Terleckas’
targets are Soviets, Communists but not Russians. He forbids
posters with. sentiments such as "Lithuania for Lithuanians, Russia
for Russians". He has written about the need for tolerance and
understanding between the various nationalities with great
sensitivity and sympathy, and has criticzed Lithuanians for their
often scornful attitudes towards Russians. This subtle sensibility,
hswever, does not extend to his current role in domestic Lithuanian
politics-)
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A tall, heavy set man wi-th a udv complexion and a hik
seek ef wevv silver h&ir-, Terlecka was h o e. political
sene durin June i-f net oranzin protests in fr-t ef the
Council of Ministers building, then appearin on the evenin news
program with his latest charge about the craftiness of the P. For
someone who rejected parhipating in the established political
process on ieoloial rnds, erleckbecomst a daily
fixture in Parliament, often observin the plenary session- Friday,
June fouad h there a well iappointed that ndsbergis
finallv decided in avor of a mor-aterium."I am not aainst Vvtautas
Landsbergis," he sa.., adding-somewhat_unethusiastically that he
accepts that Landsberis "needs to maneuver."

Terleokas was not the only one who was unenthusiastic
Landsberqis’ decision was a major disappointment for radically
minded deputies w_tthin Parliament, the most vociferous of
Prunskiene’s opponents. Most of these clustered around t-he deputies
fr.om Kaunas, Lithuania’s second lazgest city. (This Parliamenta
grouping has proved to be a very vocal force. Only 104 k ilomete
west of Vilnius, Kaunas is traditionally the more Lithuarir:it
with at least 90 % of her residents ethnically Lithuanian,
opposed to only 50% in Vilnius. The temporary .capital of Lithuan
during the inter-war years (when Poland had ecc.upied Vilniu
Kaunas was always more patriotic, more nationalistic. In additio
Kaunas suffers from a typical second city syndrome. The proud
and somewhat resentful-- citizens of Kaunas often accuse
of being a nest of wishy-washy liberals who dominate the
scene in culture and politics.)

ry

ia
s)
n,

Vilnius
national

Although not an official fraction, the Kaunas deputies are an
extraordinarily powerful minority. Many head up parliamentary
commissions. Landsbergis.’_.zitics often maintain that he is, in
fad.t, their political hostage- He has certainly surrounde himsel
with_Kaunas deputies. The pazliamentary co-speakerJ--Aleksandras
Abi alas, a one--time Komsoma I activist and now hard-line
nationalist =adical* is fr>m Kaunas. So is one of -andsbergis’
three Parliamentary vice-presidents, eslovas St-ankevicV-iusAnother
vice pzesident, Kazimieras..Mo.tieka,_a.lthouh not from Kaunaa, is
a kindred spirit. (A tall lanky man who demonstrably turned in his
Communist Party card a year and a half ago, Motieka exhibits the
classic behavior of the converted. Although never a typical
Communist functionary, he has nevertheless turned into a typical
hard-line anti-Communist activist.)

None of these deputies were p/eased by
going during the last week of June. When
moratorium bgan, on Thuxs.day afternoon, June
repeat of the debates held a month earlier-

the way things were
discussions on the
28, it was almost a

"Do not touch this holy writ," warned Algirdas P.atackas a 47
year old part-time professor of phi-losophy (also from KaHnas)-
Patakas then painted a dire scene of what might happen
admi-ttinq that this could perhaps be interpreted as pol-itical
blackmail-- if the holy writ actually were touched. He quoted a
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telegram, claiming that several deputies had received identical
ones, which threatened that @hould a moratorium be passed, "live
t@rches would burn" in protest- (This could not be taken as simply
an idle threat. This past .sprina, two Lithuanians already immolated
themselves, ostensibly in protest of the Soviet blockade- Both
died .)

In an interview later on Thursday, Patackas said he "felt a
duty to help him (Landsbergis)" but also added that "I have faith
that he will not leave that sacramental circle that we call March
ii." Above all, Patackas said, the Lithuanians should not, could
not, give in to fear. In all political documents it should be
reflected that we are prepared to @o to the end."*

When Landsbergis finally came out in support of a moratorium
the following day, Patackas’ support evaporated. Not surprizingly,
along with most of the other deputies from Kaunas, he voted aHainst
the moratorium.

Ater Landshergis’ speech on Friday noon, the majority of
deputies who had wavered now had their minds made u. (Or, more to
the point, had Landsbergis make them up for them. Yet with the
agenda packed with at least ten more parliamentarians scheduled to
pzesen.t their views it looked as if the issue would simply bog
down in parliamentary procedures, and no vote would be taken at
all. So shortly before 4 D.m., the deputies voted on whether to
vote on any proposal that day. 69 a majority, were in favor of
doing so. Shortly thereafter, toether with Prime Minister
Prunskiene and two other deputies, Landsbergis left the session to
put together the final draft.

For- the following hour and a half, everyone waited. To fill
in the time, various government ministers reported to Parliament
on their specific areas of responsibility. Finance Minister
Sikorskis answered questions about tax exemptions granted to
various institutions. He was grilled as to why the daily newspaper,
Respublika, a tabloid which had shocked the nation by printing
airlie pictures on a number of occasions, was ranted the same tax
breaks as the Catholic volunteer agency, Caritas. A newly appointed
official at the Ministry of Education and Culture was asked why 70
-ivil servants there were Hiven their pink SliDS a few weeks aqo,
with no prior warninq. And Deputy Prime Minister Brazauskas
reported on aspects of the economic blockade.

* Patackas provided me with the Quote of the Day. He admitted that
he often felt out of his element in Parliament, "almost in prison."
I think he is r iHht. "I am not against the Soviet Union," he said
at one point. "We do not want them to be losers. We want that there
Would only be winners on both sides- How to realize this
politically--this I don’t know. But then again that’s not my
ob "
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hen after a recess --when a umor quickly spread that the
Kaunas deDuties would walk ot in-roest, thereby beakirg the
required .2/3 guorum and inevitably delavinu-t-he .e he plenarv
session resme. It. was afe 6.00 D,m. her ranks undeDleted, the
Kaunas deputies all returne4 to their seats. The final draft was
ready. But the f iaht was not vet over.

Deputy Vidman%as iemelis began what was to be the final
battle. hould not t.he edi)rial cmmission include its definition
of a moratorium in the final proposal?, he asked, addinq that he
himself could think of at least four different interpretations.

Landsbergis answered that "one of those concepts is included
here in the text such as the halting of actions". (Landsberqis
meant actions which would normally be taken as a logical
consequence of the declaration of independence).

But Ziemelis did not give up. "B-t which actions? Maybe it
should be noted that these would be new actions?"

Landsbergis finally lost his patience. "Dear deputy," he said
evenly,"I would very much like to explain this to you in private."

There was scattered applause, knowinq looks, and even the
scolded deputy himself smiled as he resumed his seat. But the
delaying tactic was soon .taken_up by others, leputy Zmas Va-ivla
8ai that he also didn’t know what the moratorium eallv meant,
because evervthina was worded in abstract phrases. Once the
negotiations beqin, he was afraid that "we will paralyze everything
because the Constitution will be shattered and during this time
period we will find ourselves in such a situation that we will not
be able to work at all."

By now exasperated, Landsbergis whispered to co-speaker
Abialas next to him, "What are we doing here?" and then answered
aloud, "This thing is perfectly clear to me and clear to many, and
aain, I would not wish to explain this to one deputy not in
private ."

But the tempo had been set. A third .deputy joined in that he
too, wanted to hear this private explanation. And a fourth said
that if so man.y deputies still had .nany doubts, these doubts
must be respected, as the issue was serious.

Landsbergis capitulated, but not before once more emDhasizing
for the daft of brain-- that the issue was not one of leqal

nicei.es and formalities.. "This ocument is essentially political,"
he- said ::It has a political purpose, and either will or will not
Dla-a Dol-iical r)le." And if another recess was needed for
further-consultations, so that a vote could be taken the same day,
he was willin to o alon with it. But he added that shoul no
voe Den, th/s_oo_w)uld be a "political st49D which I would
not want to happen here. In that case, it would be better
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although in m7 opinion, still not
until the beqinnina of next week-"

very good to postpone voting

to
Can we ec-ide,

(keep) doubting?"
he finallv asked, "for how lonu we will agree

Landsbergis got an answer-- 35 minutes. Another recess was
e.lcare.-Some_30 deputies then met in Land she rg is office to hear
his private explanation- That, it seemed, was all tha was needed.
When the deputies re-convened in plenary session at 7:15 p.m.,
there were no further ambiguities. And no more delays.

Co-speaker Abialas read the draft proposal.

"The Supreme Council of the Republic of Lithuania, expressing
and continuing to express the sovereign powers of the Nation
and State in re-establish/ng the independent Lithuariau State
an seeking the full implementation of hose Dowers, and
therefore seeki-na b.ilateral neaotiations between the Republic
of Lithuania and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, does
declare from the start of such negotiations, a 100-day
moratorium on the Act of Ii March 1990, on the Restoration of
the-Independent -Lithuanian State,_hat is the suspension of
legal actions flowing from this Act.

"The start_and aims of negotiations between the Republic of
Lithuan.ia nd the Unon (f Soviet Socialis Republics are to
be expressed in a special protocol accepted bv authorized
deleuations from both countries.

"This moratorium may be extended or terminated by s_ decision
of the Supreme Council of the Republic of Lithuania. The
moratoru.m automaticallvbecomes invalid upon the breaking off
of negotiations.

"Should certain circumstances or events not allow the First
Supreme Council of the Republic of Lithuania to continue its
normal State governing functions, the moratorium will, at that
moment, cease to be valid."

The deputies voted by raising their laminaed green ID cards.
Thei{ response was far from at)matic. Some, such as Kazys Saja,
wavere almost until the olst seconds.. (.Sa_ja, for example, had been
staunehlv aaainst any concessions all alona. Popular and respected
as a Dlavwraht, as a politician Saja eperienced his first taste
of unotlaritv-this past sDrina. When, during one session of
Parliament, Deputy Prime Minister Brazauskas announced that fuel
reserves were running critically low at a certain electricity
generating plant, Saja responded that the nation need not despair.
It had vast reserves of spiritual energy, energy which had
propelled_Lithuania to achieve goals it hadn’t evendared to dream
about-@as% a short while before. But that did not go down too well
with the voters. The next time he visited his electoral district,
Saja Got an ear-ful. Then plug in your spiritual enerqv and make
electricity, some of his irate constituents told him.) Recently,
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Saja had begun to soften his hard-line stance- Now he tapped his
fingers nervously before raisin his card. But raise it he did,
finally deciding in favor of the moratorium. His face was grim.

The proposal passed at about 7.25 p.m., by an easy, if not
overwhelming majority. Sixty-nine deputies voted for it, 35
against, 2 abstained. Less than an hour later, the main Soviet news
program, Vremya, announced it over its 8 p.m. (local Lithuanian
time) news broadcast. Unlike most reports about Lithuania during
fhe past spring, this one was even-handed, even favorable. It
seemed as if someone in Moscow breathed a huge sigh of relief.

There were, of course, many in Lithuania who also felt relief.
But it was not the relief born of victory. Later that evening in
Parliament, a young blond deputy walked by, his eyes red. He was
one of those who had not understood the concept of a moratorium-

either legally, or politically or most importantly
emotionally. He was not alone.

But what about those who had understood? Deputy Prime Minister
Romualdas Ozolas, a consistent advocate of the moratorium, was
asked that evening if he was happy. No, he answered two days later,
over a traditional Sunday television broadcast. "It did not make
me happy. But it had to be done."

CHRONOLOGY: May 13 July I, 1990

May 12 Vytautas Landsbergis, Anatolijs Gorbunovs and Arnold
Ruutel revive the pre-war policy-coordinating
organization, the Baltic Council. They send letter to
Gorbachev calling for independence negotiations to be
conducted jointly with all three republics

May 13 Prime Minister Prunskiene returns to Lithuania from
visits to Canada, the United States, Great Britain,
France and West Germany

Due to paper shortage resulting from the economic
blockade, all daily newspapers are reduced to tabloid
size; weekly newspapers cut number of pages in half

May 14 In her first press conference in Lithuania after her
trip, Prime Minister Prunskiene calls for a change in
Parliament’ s expectations of support from Western
countries

Deputy Prime Minister Algirdas Brazauskas visits the
European Parliament in Strasbourg.
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May 14 The Lithuanian Department of Statishics reports that from
the beginning of the blockade, the republic has not
earned about 36,6 million roubles. 255,145 man days have
not been worked.

May 15 Kazimiera Prunskiene addresses Parliament, calls on it
to take the first step, even if this means compromise,
towards negotiations with the Soviet Union

At about ii.00 A.M., several thousand anti-Latvian
independence demonstrators attempt to storm the Latvian
Parliament, but are repelled by the local militia. They
protest the Latvian declaration of independence. There
are some injuries reported. Simultaneously, strikes occur
in five different factories in Riga and the port city of
Ventspils. It is suspected that the demonstrations were
organized by the pro-Soviet Interfront organization

May 16 In a closed plenary session, the Lithuanian Parliament
passes a declaration stating that it is prepared to
consider suspending some of the decisions made after the
declaration of independence

At about 4. p.m., at an anti-Popular Front mass meeting
in Tallinn, Estonia, sponsored by the pro-Soviet group
Interfront, 6000 demonstrators call for the resignation
of the Estonian government. The demonstrators later try
to occupy the Estonian Parliament

May 17 In late afternoon Prime Minister Prunskiene hand delivers
the declaration to Moscow; meets with Mikhail Gorbachev
and Nicolai Ryzhkov alone the same evening for almost two
hours. This marks the first meeting between a Lithuanian
government leader and the Soviet leadership since the
March ii declaration of independence.

At 8:05 p.m., the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant, which
supplies most of Lithuania’s electricity closes down due
to a safety signal. Because of the blockade, it would
have been scheduled to close down anyway on May 20. With
Ignalina out of commission, Lithuania’s energy situation
is nearing crisis point.

Over the evening news program, President Landsbergis
requests that people gather at the Parliament the
following day to prevent a possible takeover by pro-
Soviet demonstrators

May 18 Together with Vice Presidents Stankevicius and Bronius
Kuzmickas, Prime Minister Prunskiene meets with US
Secretary of State James Baker for one hour, and also
visits the embassies of Norway, Great Britain, USA,
Italy, Sweden, France and Canada
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May 18 Several thousand pro-Soviet demonstrators gather in
Vilnius in front of the Mavydas State Library, next to
the Lithuanian Parliament. Counter-demonstrators gather
around the Parliament

The first national Cultural Congress in 55 years begins
in Vilnius; 300 guests invited from overseas are absent
due to the blockade on visas.

May 19 A special session of Parliament convenes at 12:00 noon,
debate begins on the possible halting or freezing of acts
following the March Ii declaration of independence

Sculptor Rimantas Daugintis, who immolated himself while
on a trip to Hungary (apparently in protest of Soviet
activities in Lithuania) dies from his injuries in a
hospital in the Hungarian border town of Zahone.

May 23 Lithuanian Parliament passes a resolution saying that
with the start of negotiations with the Soviet Union, it
is prepared to freeze certain laws to be determined
by both Lithuania and the Soviet Union flowing out of
the March ii declaration of independence, but not the act
of independence itself.

The Ignalina Plant starts up again

May 24 In a meeting with four Lithuanian officials
Lithuania’s permanent representative in Moscow, Egidijus
Bikauskas, Forestry Ministry Vaidotas Antanait is,
Deputies Nicolai Medvedev and Romas Gudaitis-- Gorbachev
rejects the Lithuanian resolution, saying that it does
not go far enough

May 26-27 Prime Minister Prunskiene travels to West Berlin
participates in conference for Catholic countries, meets
with West German President Richard von Weizsaecker and
Chancellor Kohl

May 29 Boris Yeltsin is elected president of the Russian Soviet
Republic

May 30 On the personal invitation of President Vaclav Havel of
Czechoslovakia, Vytautas Landsbergis travels to Prague;
meets with Havel, other officials, discusses possible
cultural, economic and political ties

Lithuania’s Department of Statistics reports that as of
May 30, due to the lack of fuel, more than a third of
commerce, construction and transportation enterprises are
at a standstill; 21,900 people are unemployed and a
further 15,400 are on early vacation.
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May 31 300 out of 380 deputies of the Soviet Moldavian Republic
vote to recognize the independence of the Lithuanian
Republic

June 1 Vytautas Landsbergis, returning from Czechoslovakia,
meets with Boris Yeltsin in Moscow. Landsbergis later
says of the meeting,"It is the beginning of future
contacts with the Russian Federation, which seeks direct
ties, on a contractual basis, with the Lithuanian
Republic ."

May 31-
June 3 Bush-Gorbachev summit meeting in the United States; Bush

offers favorable trade aqreement to Gorbachev without
linking it to lifting the economic blockade in Lithaunia.
Most-favored nation status for USSR now is linked only
to the Soviet emigration law

June ii-
13 Prime Minister Prunskiene and Deputy Prime Ministter

Brazauskas meet with Soviet prime Minister Nikolai
Ryzhkov in Moscow for two days of talks, officially on
the economic blockade (unofficially about possible
negotiations; the previous Friday, June 8, in a telephone
conversation with Prunskiene, Ryzhkov said the Soviet
Union no longer insisted that the March ii independence
declaration be suspended for talks to begin)

June 12 Presidents Landsbergis, Gorbunovs and Ruutel meet
privately with Gorbachev in Moscow after a Soviet Council
of Federation meeting to discuss possible mechanisms for
leaving the Soviet Union. Gorbachev offers the
alternative of drawing up new treaties between all the
republics and the central government. It is the first
time in three months that Gorbachev meets with
Landsberg is

June 15 Lithuania commemorates the 49th anniversary of the first
deportations by the Soviet Union of Lithuanian citizens
to Siberia. It is called the Day of Mourning and Hope

June 16 In the name of the Council of Ministers, Prime Minister
Prunskiene sends a draft proposal on a moratorium to the
Lithuanian Parliament

June 17 Prime Minister Prunskiene and Deputy Prime Minister
Ozolas leave on a five-day trip to Greece

June 22 Prime Minister Prunskiene stops off for a short stay in
Poland on return to Lithuania from Greece. She meets with
Polish Prime Minister Mazowiecki. Describing Polish views
as "almost too moderate", Prunskiene later reports that
Polish recognition of Lithuania depends entirely on
Soviet recognition of Lithuania

23-
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29
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Landsbergis, together with Vice President Stankeviius
and Lithuania’s permanent representative in Moscow,
Egidijus Bikauskas, meets with Gorbachev, and President
of the Supreme Soviet Lukianov. In a reversal from his
position two weeks previously, Gorbachev says that
Lithuania still must return to her status on March 10 in
order for neqotiations to beqin

At 12.30 p-m-, two hours after Landsberqis leaves
meeting, Gorbachev telephones Prime Minister Prunskiene
and says that Lithuania does NOT have to return to status
of March I0 in order for negotiations to begin.
Late that afternoon, both Landsbergis and Prunskiene
report the contradictory messages to the Lithuanian
Pa r I i ament

Together with three deputies from the Lithuanian
Parliament, Landsberg is and Prunsk iene meet with
Gorbachev outside Moscow, in a private villa, where the
Soviet leader explains his final position: Lithuania
need not return to her March I0 status.

At 17.25, by a vote of 69 for, 35 against, and 2
abstent ions, the Lithuanian Par I lament passes a
declaration accepting a moratorium on the March ii
declaration of independence during the period of
negotiations with the Soviet Union

That same evening, President Landsbergis and Prime
Minister Prunskiene leave for Tallinn for Baltic Council
meeting; Prime Minister Prunskiene later leaves for
Finland for a meeting of northern European countries

Prime Minister Prunskiene’s office receives a telephone
call from the the Soviet Union’s deputy minister for fuel
and energy Chiurilov that the first fuel can flow to
Mazeikiai oil refinery plant at 15.00. The plant accepts
the fuel at 17.35. and begins operations the following
day. It is estimated that it will be two weeks before the
first refined petrol will be produced. Since the
beginning of the blockade, 300 specialists (mostly non-
Lithuanians) have left Mazeikiai.

End of Report
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